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Introduction

Nov. 1919, Times of London

relativity theory

is a principle theory like
thermodynamics

not a constructive theory like
the kinetic theory of gases
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Introduction

philosophical literature (Brown, Janssen, Acuña, etc.) =⇒ Einstein’s
original insight into the nature of spacetime

dynamical vs. geometrical explanation

historical literature (Darrigol, Frisch, Howard, etc.) =⇒ Einstein’s
threadbare variation on a 19th century theme

physics of principles vs. physics of models

only part of the truth
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Introduction

the constructive/principle theory distinction

context of justification =⇒ criteria for evaluation of existing theories

context of discovery =⇒ heuristics for the discovery of new theories

these two aspects have to be disentangled
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Introduction

Swiss years (1905–1909) =⇒ apologetics

Berlin years (1914–1933) =⇒ heuristics

Princeton years (1933–1955) =⇒ autobiographics
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Introduction

physicists are like someone who
tries to understand how a watch
works but cannot open its
unbreakable case (Einstein, 1925;
Einstein and Infeld, 1938)

not only predict how the
visible parts of the watch
behave

but understand why the
visible parts of the watch
behave as they do

a ‘theory’ that allows constructing a hy-
pothetical ‘model’ of the clockwork
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Introduction

how can such a theory can be
:::::::::
discovered?

constructive strategy: search for dynamical laws that allow to
construct models of the clockwork

principle strategy: search for principles that constraint the allowable
dynamical laws and thus of possible clockworks’ models

constructive theories: entail dynamical laws whose solutions serve as
models of the internal mechanism

principle theories: entail constraints that the dynamical laws have to
satisfy
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Introduction

today debate: dynamical vs. geometrical

=⇒ special relativity as a constructive theory (Brown vs. Janssen)

Marc Lange: coincidences vs. constraints

=⇒ special relativity as principle theory

::::::
Lorentz (and Poincaré) =⇒ Lorentz transformations are
coincidences that the existing dynamical laws happen to
satisfy

::::::
Einstein =⇒ Lorentz transformations are constraints that all
possible dynamical laws must satisfy
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Part I

Swiss Years (1905-1914)
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Kaufmann’s Experiments

Einstein (1905) cited for the
first time by Kaufmann (1905,
1906)

mass of the electrons moving in
the β-rays of radium grows as their
velocity approaches that of light

Abraham ’s rigid electron
(absolute theory)

Lorentz deformable electron
(relativity theory)
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Einstein-Ehrenfest Debate (1907)

“ The principle of relativity [. . .] together with the principle of the
constancy of velocity of light, is not to be conceived as a ‘com-
plete system’, in fact it is not as a system at all [. . .] [It is] merely
as a heuristic principle which, when considered by itself, contains
only statements about rigid bodies, clocks, and light signals. It is
only by requiring relations between otherwise seemingly unrelated
laws that the theory of relativity provides additional statements.
[. . .] Thus, we are not dealing here at all with a system in which the
individual laws are implicitly contained and from which they can be
found by deduction alone, but only with a principle that (similar to
the second law of thermodynamics) permits the reduction of cer-
tain laws to others

(Einstein, 1907, 206; my emphasis)”
9 / 25
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Einstein-Ehrenfest Debate (1907)

electron-theories

to derive the “laws of motion of electrons by electrodynamic methods,
one found it necessary to make more specific assumptions on the
distribution of electricity so that the problem is not an undetermined
one” (Einstein, 1907).

electron is charge attached to a “(rigid) scaffold” thus “laws that
govern the motion of such a structure cannot be derived from
electrodynamics alone” (Einstein, 1907, 207)

relativity principle

one starts “from the law for the acceleration of the slowly moving
electron (which is assumed or obtained from experience)” (Einstein,
1907, 207), i.e. Newton’s equations of motion which are supposed to
be valid for small velocities.

using the Lorentz transformations one obtains “the law for the
acceleration of an electron moving at arbitrary speed” (Einstein, 1907,
207).
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Einstein-Sommerfeld Correspondence (1908)

“ First of all, now, the question of whether I consider the relativistic
treatment of the mechanics of the electron, as definitive. No, cer-
tainly not It seems to me too that a physical theory can only be sat-
isfactory, if it builds [zusammensetzt] its structures [Gebilder] from
elementary foundations [aus elementaren Grundlagen]. The the-
ory of relativity is just ultimately satisfying as, e.g., classical ther-
modynamics before Boltzmann had interpreted entropy as prob-
ability. [. . .] I believe that we are still far from having satisfactory
basic elements for electrical and mechanical processes [Vorgänge].
I am led to this pessimistic viewpoint primarily as a consequence of
endless vain attempts to interpret the second universal constant in
Planck’s radiation law in an intuitive [anschaulich] way. I even se-
riously doubt that we shall be able to maintain the general validity
Maxwell’s equations for empty space

Einstein to Sommerfeld, 14-01-1908”
11 / 25
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Einstein’s Constructive Theory of Electrons and Light quanta

non-Maxwellian electrodynamics
with electron and light quanta as
solutions (Einstein 1909–1911)

“ . . . construction [Kon-
struktion] of the ele-
mentary quantum of
electricity and the light
quantum

(Einstein, 1909, 550)”
12 / 25



Einstein: Constructive strategy failed

not too many possibilities: modify the existing laws of nature and check if
they allow to construct models that account for available phenomena

“I no longer ask whether these quanta really exist [n]or am I trying any
longer to construct them [zu konstruieren] because I now know that
my brain is incapable of prevailing this way” (Einstein to Besso,
13-05-1911).

“I have also come to the opinion, as a result of many fruitless attempts
based that through merely constructing [blosses Konstruieren], [...]
that it is more advantageous [to proceed] without making use of any
model [Bild]” (Einstein to Wien, 17-05-1912)
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Einstein: Principle strategy succeeded

too many possibilities: search for general principles that constraints the
numbers of possible laws:

it “raises the question of which general laws of physics we can still
expect to be valid in the domain with which we are concerned”
(Einstein et al., 1912, 436)

draw “conclusions about the admissibility of any fundamental theory
whatsoever on the basis of [empirically motivated principles]”
(Einstein et al., 1912, 436)
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Back to The Heuristic Value of The Relativity Principle

“ The heuristic value of the relativity theory consists in the fact that
it provides a constraint that all of the systems of equations that
express general laws of nature must satisfy. All such systems of
equations must be [. . .] covariant with respect to the Lorentz trans-
formations. Minkowski presented a simple mathematical schema to
which equation systems must be reducible if they are to behave co-
variantly with respect to Lorentz transformations. [. . .] [R]elativity
theory by no means gives us a tool for deducing previously un-
known laws of nature from nothing. It only provides an always ap-
plicable criterion that constrains the possibilities; in this respect, it
is comparable to the law of energy conservation or the second law
of thermodynamics. [. . .] Newtonian mechanics must be modified
to satisfy the criterion of relativity theory. These altered mechan-
ical equations have proved to be applicable to cathode rays and
β-rays (motion of free electrical particles)

(Einstein, 1914, 340–341; my emphasis)”
15 / 25
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Back to The Heuristic Value of The Relativity Principle

incompatible, but empirically supported postulates (RP and LP)

new kinematics without abs. sim (transformation eq.’s for x, y, z, t)

testable by using rods and clocks (e.g., transverse Doppler effect)

express a dynamical law mathematically in a system K using the four
coordinates x, y, z, t

apply the Lorentz transformations

obtain the mathematical expression of the law in a system K′ with the
variables x′, y′, z′, t′.

are the two expressions identical?

yes: the law is well-formulated (justificatory power)
no: law is not acceptable (heuristic power)

modify the law so that it complies to the new kinematics (e.g. Newton
laws of motion for charged point particles)

test the new relativistic effects (e.g. electrons in β rays)
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are the two expressions identical?

yes: the law is well-formulated (justificatory power)
no: law is not acceptable (heuristic power)

modify the law so that it complies to the new kinematics (e.g. Newton
laws of motion for charged point particles)

test the new relativistic effects (e.g. electrons in β rays)
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The Method of the Pure Theoretician

“ the researcher should eavesdrop [ablauschen] general principles
on nature by recognizing in larger sets of empirical facts certain
general traits that can then be sharply formulated

”
search for generalizable

::::::::
empirical

::::
facts (no perpetuum mobile f. or

s.k., no ether drift, etc.)

express them in the form
:::::::::::::
mathematically

:::::::::
formulated

::::::::
principles

(energy principle, entropy principle, Lorentz transformations, etc.)

elevate these principles to
:::::::::
constraints that all laws of nature have to

satisfy if does facts have to hold

check whether the known
:::::::::::::
well-established individual laws satisfy this

constraint

modify them so that
::::
they

::
do

test the
:::::::::
predictions of the modified laws
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Relativity theory and thermodynamics

“ I compared the relativity theory to thermodynamics, not with ref-
erence to their content but to their method. Both rely on a general
principle [Prinzip]:

1. There is no perpetuum mobile
2. No state of motion is singled out with respect to others

Both derive from the general principles their consequences, with-
out resorting to a model-like theory [modellartigen Theorie], which
goes into details. Here lies their reliability, but also their limit

(Einstein to Zangger, 11-08-1917) ”
18 / 25
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The article for the London Times

constructive theories: try to
“to construct [zu
konstruieren] synthetically a
model [ein Bild] of more
complex phenomena”
according to the

:::::
certain

:::::
actual physical laws

principle theories: starting
from universally recognized
empirical facts search
“analytically” for
“mathematically formulated
criteria” that

:::
any

:::::::
possible

dynamical law must satisfy if
those facts have to hold.
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The article for the London Times

Einstein’s heuristic trick: instead of
guessing for new theories search
for principles that restrict the
manifold of possible theories

“ [TH:] What must the laws
of nature be like so that it
is impossible to construct
a perpetual motion ma-
chine of either the first or
second kind? [SR: What
must the laws of nature
be like so that it is impos-
sible to construct device
that detects the ether-
drift?]

Einstein to Solovine, 1920[?]” 19 / 25
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Part III

Princeton Years (1933-1955)
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Autobiographical notes (1946)
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Autobiographical notes (1946)

“ Reflections of this type made it clear to as long ago as 1900, shortly
after Planck’s trailblazing work, that neither mechanics nor electro-
dynamics could (except in limiting cases) claim exact validity. By
and by I despaired of the possibility of

:::::::::
discovering the true laws

by means of constructive efforts based on known facts. The longer
and the more despairingly I tried, the more I came to the convic-
tion that only the discovery of a universal formal principle could
lead us to the assured results. The example I saw before me was
thermodynamics. The general principle was there given in the the-
orem: the laws of nature are such that it is impossible to construct
a perpetuum mobile (of the first and second kind). [. . .] The laws
of physics are invariant with respect the Lorentz-transformations
[. . .]. This is a restricting principle for natural laws, comparable to
the restricting principle of the non-existence of the perpetual mo-
bile which underlies thermodynamics

”
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Einstein’s Distrust of Electrodynamics

thermodynamics
non-existence of perpetuum

mobile of f. or s. kind without ref.
to mechanics)

relativity
non-existence of ether-drift (plus
source-indep. of c) without ref. to

electrodynamics)
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thermodynamics
non-existence of perpetuum

mobile of f. or s. kind without ref.
to mechanics)

relativity
non-existence of ether-drift (plus
source-indep. of c) without ref. to

electrodynamics)

“ Maxwell’s equations imply the ‘Lorentz group,’ but the Lorentz
group does not imply Maxwell’s equations. The Lorentz group may
indeed be defined independently of Maxwell’s equations as a group
of linear transformations which leave [. . .] [c] invariant.

Einstein, 1950”
21 / 25



Einstein’s Distrust of Electrodynamics

thermodynamics
non-existence of perpetuum

mobile of f. or s. kind without ref.
to mechanics)

relativity
non-existence of ether-drift (plus
source-indep. of c) without ref. to

electrodynamics)

“ . . . But in 1905 I already knew [. . .] [that] radiation has an atom-
istic structure. [. . .] However, [. . .] [ it is consoling that] special
relativity is based essentially only on the constant c, and not on the
presupposition of the reality of the Maxwell field”

Einstein to von Laue, 17-01-1952.”
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Conclusion: The letter to Seelig
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Conclusion: The letter to Seelig

“ There is no doubt, that the special theory of relativity, if we
regard its development in retrospect, was ripe for discovery in
1905. Lorentz had already recognized that the transformations
later named after him were essential for the analysis of Maxwell’s
equations, and Poincaré has deepened this knowledge. [. . .] The
new feature of [the relativity theory ] was the realization that the
Lorentz transformation transcends its connection with Maxwell’s
equations and has to do with the nature of space and time in gen-
eral [. . .] A further new result was that the ‘Lorentz invariance’ is a
general condition for

:::
any physical theory. This was for me of partic-

ular importance because I had already previously recognized that
Maxwell’s theory does not represent the microstructure of radia-
tion

(Einstein to Seelig, 19-02-1955)”
22 / 25
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Conclusion: Coincidences and Constraints

Lange: coincidences vs. constraints

Lorentz and Poincaré: Lorentz-transformations are the byproduct of
feature that the actual laws governing field and matter as a feature
happen to posses (coincidence!)

theory of radiation and matter =⇒ Lorentz transformations

Einstein: Lorentz-transformation are a requirement that all possible
theories of matter and radiation must satisfy (constraint!)

Lorentz transformations 6=⇒ theory of radiation and matter
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Conclusion: Coincidences and Constraints

special relativity as a constructive theory

Brown et al. constructive theory about matter and radiation (like
thermodynamics before Boltzmann) =⇒ Lorentz invariance is feature
that actual dynamical laws

::::::
happen

::
to

:::::
have

Janssen et al. constructive theory about space and time (Minkowski is
the Boltzmann of relativity) =⇒ Lorentz invariance is feature of
spacetime

:::::::
happens

::
to

::::
have

two sides of the same coin (Acuña)

special relativity as a principle theory

Lange: Lorentz invariance is a feature that all possible dynamical laws
that must have

Einstein: principle theories constrain, constructive theories explain
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Conclusion: Coincidences and Constraints

“ General principles are formal conditions that constraint the choice
of possible theories. [. . .]

1. Step. Special relativity. Constraining principle: The equations of
physics are [Lorentz invariant].

2. Step. General relativity. Constraining principle: The equations of
physics are [generally covariant]. This theory determine univocally
the law of gravitational field, but let a quite wide space for the the-
oretical presentation of the electromagnetic field

3. Step. Unified field theory . . .

Einstein to Seelig, 01-07-1952”
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Thanks!

Marco Giovanelli
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